Quebec’s Bob Blackwood (left) died with medical assistance on Aug. 18, 2017. His wife, Heather Ross, vowed to speak out on the
barriers he encountered in his plight to access assisted dying. (Courtesy of Heather Ross)

‘I am proud of him, he trusted me completely’
By sharing the lessons of her husband’s final weeks, Heather Ross has ignited a public
dialogue on barriers to assisted dying access in Quebec.
Heather Ross made a promise to her
husband, Bob Blackwood, in the days
before he died. She vowed she would raise
her voice about their weeks-long struggle
with local health officials over his request
for medical assistance in dying (MAID).
Confronting staff in the hallways of the
Quebec hospital where he was receiving
palliative care, demanding second
opinions, and handing Bob’s doctors
anguished passages of his poetry to
reveal the depths of his suffering — these
tactics proved effective in motivating his
doctors to give the matter of his eligibility
for assisted dying another look. “I had to

fight like I never had to fight before for
anything in my life to help my husband
die with dignity,” she said. Neither she
nor Bob wanted anyone else to have to go
through the same ordeal.
In the more than 14 months since
Bob’s death on August 18, 2017, Heather
has continued to fight for the rights
of individuals and families navigating
difficult end-of-life decisions. Her
campaign to honour her husband’s last
wish has seen her file a formal complaint
to the Eastern Townships hospital where
Bob died, participate in an exclusive CBC
news story on barriers to assisted dying

access in Quebec, and foster a dialogue in
her local community about choices at end
of life. In doing so, Heather has afforded
the country a glimpse into the outsized
and challenging role family advocates
often play in defending a dying loved
one’s rights and wishes.
Heather’s campaign began in February
2018 by her fireplace, where she wrote
a letter of complaint to the hospital in
Sherbrooke where Bob spent the last
seven weeks of his life. “I would like to
begin by saying that I have a tremendous
respect for our medical system and those
who work in it,” Heather wrote in her
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

Paradigm shift
DWDC CEO Shanaaz Gokool
explains how Halifax’s Audrey
Parker has transformed the way
we think about the exclusions
in Canada’s assisted dying rules
— and how to address them.
In September, I presented at the World
Federation of Right to Die Societies’ biennial
conference in Cape Town, South Africa.
I spoke about the era of transformation
that Canada is charting because of the new
human right to assisted dying. I was very
keenly aware that many in the room did not
have legal assisted dying in their countries.
And though many were very concerned
about key issues such as Advance Requests
for medical assistance in dying (MAID), they
were still early on the path to realizing their
right to choice.
This is not the case for Canadians, despite
our deeply flawed federal legislation. Due
to your ongoing support, coupled with a
transformative multimillion-dollar bequest
by one of our most passionate champions,
we are on the edge of great change. And we
have our work cut out for us.
As I write this note, DWDC has just
identified a new category of people who are
excluded from MAID. We knew this category
existed, but sometimes you can’t see the
trees for the forest, and vice versa. Once we
met Halifax’s Audrey Parker, we were able
to define what was there all along.
Audrey is a remarkable, spirited woman
dying of breast cancer that has spread to
her brain. It will inevitably rob her of her
mental capacity unless she dies sooner. She
is so terrified of this possibility that she is
choosing to have MAID weeks too early.
In our first call with Audrey, she said
it wasn’t fair how people in her category
were put in this terrible position: dying
far too early with MAID, or losing the right
altogether and dying horribly. And then it
became very obvious to me: her category
is Assessed and Approved for MAID. Surely
she should be allowed to have the assisted
death she wants even if she loses capacity in
the days ahead.
Audrey’s heartbreaking choice — of dying
too early and foregoing one last Christmas
with her friends and family — is the same
choice facing people who want Advance
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Shanaaz Gokool is DWDC's CEO.
Requests for dementia. The experiences of
both groups speak vividly to how the federal
assisted dying law violates our Charter
rights: in particular, our Section 7 right to
life, liberty and security of the person, and
our Section 15 right to equal treatment
under the law. It is an ironic tragedy that
we have laws for assisted dying that are
supposed to protect vulnerable people,
and yet people in high-risk vulnerable
populations are harmed by the law.
In anticipation of the reports expected
this year from the Council of Canadian
Academies, we have launched a new
campaign for Advance Requests for people
with dementia. We know the reports will
not include recommendations. We also
know that you, along with 80 per cent of
Canadians, support choice for people with
dementia.
In the coming weeks, we’ll also be
launching a campaign for people like Audrey
who have already been Assessed and
Approved for MAID. It is simply egregious
that people today are forced to have MAID
too early for fear of losing the right to an
assisted death. Perhaps when Assessed and
Approved for MAID is allowed, we will be
one step closer to Advance Requests. Most
certainly, allowing Advance Requests would
mean that people who have been Assessed
and Approved will be able to have MAID
even if they lose capacity.
The Charter is the legal basis for human
rights in Canada. With your support, DWDC
will explore all available political and legal
options to ensure that the rights of the most
vulnerable are protected. We will leave no
stone unturned. We will not rest until there
are rules that uphold all of your human
rights at end of life.
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Full court press
Discover the latest updates
in the major court battles
over the future of your
choice.
For a second straight year,
participating in court challenges has
been a significant focus of Dying With
Dignity Canada’s advocacy. To keep
you up to date, we have assembled
the following roundup on what’s
happening in the major legal cases
we’re working to influence.

DWDC has been accepted as an intervenor in two court cases, one in Quebec and the
other in Ontario. (Adobe Stock)

Trial date set in Lamb challenge
More than two years after it launched, the
B.C. court challenge against restrictions
in the federal assisted dying law, Bill
C-14, finally has a start date for the trial:
November 2019. The long delay is a result
of an ongoing battle over the scope of the
case and what evidence can be considered
by the B.C. Supreme Court.
DWDC is applying to intervene
in support of the plaintiffs in Lamb
v. Canada, who are challenging the
constitutionality of aspects of Bill C-14,
including the restrictive “reasonably
foreseeable” requirement.
But the government is going further
than just defending its assisted dying
legislation. Federal lawyers are arguing
that the evidence that led the Supreme
Court of Canada to strike down the
old ban on assisted dying is no longer
relevant. If that argument is accepted, it
raises the possibility that the same issues
that were decided in the high court’s 2015
decision in Carter v. Canada will be relitigated in Lamb.
On August 28, the B.C. Civil Liberties
Association (BCCLA), the legal advocacy
group that is spearheading the challenge,
announced that it had asked the Supreme
Court of Canada to limit the scope of trial.
As of the publication of this newsletter,
the Supreme Court had not yet decided
whether to hear the BCCLA’s appeal on
what issues will be up for debate when
the case goes to trial next year.

DWDC prepares to make
arguments in Quebec challenge
www.dyingwithdignity.ca

Last year, we told our supporters that we,
along with our Quebec sister organization,
L’Association québécoise pour le droit
de mourir dans la dignité (AQDMD), had
been accepted as intervenors in a court
case challenging aspects of Bill C-14.
One year later, we are now preparing to
deliver arguments in the case when it is
heard in January.
Launched in June 2017, the Quebec
challenge targets eligibility rules in Bill
C-14 and in Bill 52, Quebec’s own assisted
dying law, that the plaintiffs say unfairly
deny them their right to assistance in
dying. Montreal residents Nicole Gladu,
72, and Jean Truchon, 50, both suffer from
severe, chronic medical conditions and
wish to exercise their right to a peaceful
death. Both have been told that they do
not qualify for assisted dying under Bill
C-14 because their natural deaths are not
“reasonably foreseeable.”
DWDC and AQDMD will be intervening
in support of Truchon and Gladu, arguing
that Bill C-14’s “reasonably foreseeable”
requirement infringes upon their Charter
rights. “This rule discriminates against
Canadians who are suffering intolerably
but who may have years or even decades
left in their natural lives,” said DWDC CEO
Shanaaz Gokool.
“Forcing them to live in a state of agony
is cruel and it violates the principles that
led the Supreme Court to strike down the
ban on assisted dying in the first place.”
Sean Griffin and Véronique Roy, of the
Montreal law firm Langlois Lawyers, are
representing DWDC and AQDMD pro bono
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in the case.

Ontario ‘effective referral’ case
goes to appeal
DWDC is going back to court to help
defend an Ontario regulation that
protects a person’s right to access medical
assistance in dying.
The College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Ontario’s (CPSO) policy on effective
referral had already survived a court
challenge launched by the Christian
Medical and Dental Society of Canada
(CMDS). But the CMDS has decided to take
their case to the next level. The Court of
the Appeal for Ontario, the highest court
in the province, has agreed to hear the
challenge.
DWDC acted as an intervenor in the
case at the divisional court level. In
October, we learned that we had been
granted permission to present arguments
when the challenge goes to appeal. As we
did the last time around, we will make the
case that the CPSO’s policy is essential to
preserving fair access to assisted dying
for the most frail and vulnerable people in
the health care system.
What is the CPSO’s policy on effective
referral? In basic terms, it requires
doctors who oppose assisted dying
to refer a patient who requests it to a
clinician, department, or third-party
agency that can handle the request.
DWDC will argue that the rule strikes an
effective balance between a clinician’s
right to freedom of conscience and a
patient’s right to care.
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Dual set of assisted
dying rules in Quebec
compounded barriers facing
Bob and Heather

my jaw staccato pulsing teeth grinding I
swear to you.” By June 2017, sleep was the
only true respite for Bob, but it only came
to him — sporadically, in waves — with the
help of strong medications.
Bob entered palliative care at Hotel Dieu,
 continued from page 1
the local teaching hospital in Sherbrooke,
on July 7. The original plan was for Bob
introduction, “but I am very concerned
to “only be there a week or two while
about how policy and rules are severely
the staff tried different medication
interfering with [a] patient’s access to
combinations,” Heather said. But in her
proper care and services, in particular,
estimation, the palliative care protocols
palliative care, palliative sedation and
in place at Hotel Dieu failed Bob because
medical aid in dying.” She then explained
they were designed with terminal cancer
the chain of events that led up to, and that
patients in mind. At one point, staff arrived
followed, Bob’s request for assistance in
at a formulation of drugs that allowed
dying.
him to sleep for hours at a time. They
A former lawyer, Bob was a “generous,
quickly became uncomfortable with the
compassionate and deeply reflective
slowing effect the combination had on his
man” whose life was radically altered
breathing. “Instead of evaluating Bob as
when, in 2010, he
an individual case,
was diagnosed
they kept to their
with Parkinson’s
cancer protocol
disease. In 2016,
and decreased the
Bob’s diagnosis
only medications
was revised to
that were actually
multiple systems
helping Bob,”
atrophy (MSA).
Heather wrote
More common in
in her complaint.
men than women,
“He became more
MSA is associated
symptomatic and
with Parkinson’sunable to sleep
like symptoms but
because they were
advances at a more
afraid he would
Bob was an outdoorsman who enjoyed
aggressive pace.
stop breathing and
riding motorcycles in his spare time.
By early
die.”
(Courtesy of Heather Ross)
2017, Bob was
As doctors and
in constant,
nurses fretted
excruciating
about preventing
pain and his mobility was deteriorating
Bob’s death, he was preparing for it. He
fast. He suffered shooting pains in his
had already asked about MAID before
leg that would strike without notice. He
he was admitted to Hotel Dieu. Dr. Carl
experienced constant cramping, starting
Bromwich, the palliative care specialist
with his arm and later spreading to the
who had referred Bob to the hospital,
entire left side of his body. His hands
said it was an option. Now, in agony
would go numb one moment and feel
and incapable of sleep, Bob came to the
like they were on fire the next — a
conclusion that he was ready. Life had
consequence of the havoc the disease
become unbearable, he determined, with
was wreaking on his circulation. Making
little prospect of getting better.
matters worse, the Parkinson’s drugs Bob
had been prescribed no longer had any
‘No one would help Bob’
impact on him, beyond their unpleasant
side effects.
Assisted dying became legal in Quebec
This is how Bob described his pain in a
in December 2015, six months before it
poem he wrote about a time he was sitting
was legalized in the rest of Canada and
alone in his workshop: “My leg cramped
more than 18 months before Bob made
so completely one roaring bite of tension
his formal request. One might think that
trying to burst open my skin/My feet afire
Quebec’s head start on the rest of the
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country would translate into easier access
for the province’s residents, but that
hasn’t necessarily been the case. Quebec’s
eligibility requirements for assisted dying
are more restrictive than those laid out in
the federal Criminal Code. What’s more,
doctors in the province are receiving
conflicting directions over which set of
rules to follow. Given the lack of clarity,
it is hardly surprising that clinicians in
Quebec would tread conservatively when it
comes to assessing a patient’s eligibility for
MAID. Ultimately, it is people like Bob and
Heather who must shoulder the heaviest
burden.
In order to qualify for assisted dying, a
person has to be assessed and approved
by two doctors or nurse practitioners. Dr.
Bromwich provided Bob’s first eligibility
assessment, approving him in the last
week of July. A local neurologist met with
Bob and Heather the following week to
provide a second assessment. “It was
obvious to us that this doctor’s mind was
made up before he even came into the
room to see Bob,” she told the hospital
in her complaint. “He said Bob did not
look sick enough and that he should
starve himself for a few weeks or go to
the Netherlands for the procedure.” A day
later, Bob and Heather learned he was also
ineligible for palliative sedation because,
as a patient with a vicious but mysterious
condition and an unclear prognosis, he
didn’t fit the hospital’s protocols. Refused
an assisted death and the option of deep,
medicated sleep, Bob told Heather he was
seriously considering suicide.
Heather found herself in an intractable
position, left at once to stop her husband
from harming himself and to take on the
medical institution that, in her words,
had abandoned him. “No one would help
Bob while his pain and suffering was
intensifying,” she wrote. “I had to start
challenging the hospital and staff on these
issues, daily, which caused a tremendous
amount of stress trying to help my dying,
extremely distressed husband.” She
resorted to “ranting and raving in the halls
many times.”
Her approach succeeded at getting the
attention of hospital brass, and they agreed
to schedule a meeting with her for the
following week. “In the meantime Bob had
to suffer through the weekend seriously
making plans to kill himself because he
could not take it anymore. Fortunately
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each time this happened, I was able to
talk him out of it by giving him hope that
maybe this time, they could help him.”
At first, the tenor of the meeting didn’t
instill much hope in Heather. “We went
around in circles about policies and
protocols,” was how she described the
scene in her complaint. Finally, when
Heather revealed to the group that Bob
was strongly considering suicide, one
of the doctors present volunteered that
a third assessment for MAID could be
arranged. Up until that point, Heather
had no idea that a third assessment was
possible, and she was furious that no one
had raised the option earlier. Regardless,
it was a breakthrough, and one that would
ultimately lead to Bob getting his wish.

‘Motivated to change the world’

That same determination led Heather
to contact Dying With Dignity Canada’s
national office in May 2018. Awaiting an
official response to her complaint, she was
searching for other ways to help. “Every
once in a while, we receive a call out of the
blue that, in a matter of minutes, elevates
our understanding of how assisted dying is
working in one corner of the country,” said
Cory Ruf, DWDC’s communications officer.
“Heather’s call was one of those. Here
was someone who not only had overcome
long odds in helping her husband access
his right to assisted dying, she had
clearly done a ton of thinking about what
happened and wanted to see the lessons
she had learned put to good use.”
Cory and Heather had several
conversations over the spring and summer
about how she could shine a light on
barriers to assisted dying access in Quebec.
Then, with Heather’s blessing, Cory
approached Kate McKenna, a CBC Montreal
reporter with experience covering the
impacts of Quebec’s restrictive assisted
dying rules.
Kate was immediately interested in
the story, and Cory introduced Kate
and Heather over email. On August 14,
Kate visited Heather at her home near
Sherbrooke. During their hours-long
conversation, Heather told Kate about
Bob, his journey with MSA, the battles at
the hospital that followed his request for
assisted dying, and his desire to become
the first MAID recipient in the Eastern
Townships to donate his kidneys.

www.dyingwithdignity.ca

“What really stood out to me was
and explain [the] sometimes divergent
Heather’s bravery and openness,” Kate told points of view, even between palliative care
DWDC in October. “It’s not easy to talk to
experts,” he wrote. “The people involved in
a journalist about deeply personal issues.
Mr. Blackwood’s care all considered that
I was also really struck by how motivated
his condition would have justified MAID.
she was to make the system better for
The main disagreement was whether or
other people. She was motivated to change not the end-of-life criterion was met (or
the world, and I was really touched by
should be).”
that.”
By going to the press, Heather has lifted
Kate’s 1,500-word article on Heather
the curtain on the human impacts of the
and Bob’s story went live on the CBC’s
unclear and conflicting assisted dying rules
website on the night of September 18,
in Quebec. The response to her story has
in the middle of
been “incredible,”
Quebec’s provincial
she says. “The
election campaign.
most common
Segments for radio
response is that
and the evening
people are appalled
TV news followed
and angered by
the next day. The
the fact that Bob
story featured
suffered so much,”
powerful quotes
Heather told
from Heather as
DWDC in a recent
well as photos of
interview. “They
Bob that conveyed
were really quite
Bob and Heather hiking in New
his passion for
shocked that he
Hampshire in 2013. (Courtesy of
being outdoors and
didn’t have access.
Heather Ross)
riding motorcycles.
And then when I
Kate’s coverage
explain more, in
zeroed in on the confusion created by
terms of the different laws, they were very
the province’s dual set of assisted dying
concerned about the discrepancies and
rules, and how that confusion led to
how Quebecers really don’t have the same
breakdowns in the handling of Bob’s
access as the rest of Canada, and also that
request. The province’s 2014 law limits
access itself is just so unclear if you don’t
assisted dying access to only those people
have cancer.”
who are terminally ill or “at end of life,”
which usually means patients who have
A legacy of giving
no more than six or eight months left to
live. The federal law is even vaguer. Rather
Compiling a lengthy complaint and sitting
than imposing an approximate time limit,
for interviews aside, Heather honours Bob
it requires that a person’s “natural death
mostly in ways that are smaller and more
be reasonably foreseeable.” On one hand,
personal. On a road trip this summer, she
this language in Bill C-14 has beguiled
found herself in a small-town pub that was
many clinicians, suffering Canadians
holding a poetry open mic. She penned
and their loved ones, and human rights
a short poem in French on the legacy of
advocates alike; on the other hand, it does
giving that has emerged from the tragedy
afford doctors and nurse practitioners
of Bob’s death. “My husband’s neurologic
added flexibility when assessing a person’s suffering was replaced by peace,” she told
eligibility for assisted dying.
the other patrons when it was her turn
Referenced in Kate’s reporting was
at the mic. “While his spirit flew towards
the letter the hospital sent Heather in
God, his kidneys saved the lives of two
response to her complaint. In his letter,
Quebecers.
medical complaints examiner Dr. Tewfik
“I am proud of him, he trusted me
Nawar noted that Quebec’s medical
completely,” she said, before concluding
regulator is instructing physicians to
with a line borrowed from Frenchfollow the provincial rules. Despite being
Canadian poet Patrice Desbiens: “L’amour,
more limited in scope than Bill C-14, the
c’est pas pour les peureux.” Love, it’s not for
Quebec law still “contains grey areas that
the faint of heart.
leave (small) place for clinical judgment
—Cory Ruf
5
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The people power fuelling DWDC’s Ottawa
Chapter
For this group of dedicated volunteers, breaking down
barriers to choice starts with a culture of collaboration.

Susan Desjardins, Louise Schwartz
death. Finding an independent witness
and Susan Harrison dedicated their
can be difficult for people at end of life,
working lives to getting results and
which is why DWDC started enlisting and
collaborating with others. Now, as
training volunteer witnesses in 2016.
leaders in Dying With Dignity Canada’s
For the Ottawa Chapter, handling
Ottawa Chapter, these three retirees
witnessing requests is a team effort
are leveraging their professional savvy
par excellence. A retired civil servant,
and connections in the community to
Louise manages the intake and training
help people take control at end of life.
of volunteer witnesses. She is also the
Susan D. was one of the chapter’s
principal contact for hospitals and other
founding members in 2014. Since then,
care facilities looking for independent
the group’s ranks have expanded to
witnesses. Susan H. is the point person
about 40 people, each drawing on their
for requests that come directly from
life experience and contributing as they
residents in the community. Together,
can. The chapter continues to grow,
they lead a roster of more than 20
both in terms of its membership and its
volunteers who help break down barriers
influence in the
for MAID applicants
Ottawa region.
who can’t find
A former human
eligible witnesses
resources manager,
on their own.
Susan D. focuses
By October,
on education and
DWDC’s Ottawaexpanding the
area volunteers
scope and reach
had provided
of the chapter. She
signatures for more
leads workshops
than 45 separate
on assisted dying,
applications for
liaises with
MAID. That’s an
other advocacy
astonishing number
and community
Susan Harrison leading an Advance
when you consider
groups, and
Care Planning workshop in May 2018.
that by Fall 2018,
comments in
(Courtesy of Susan Desjardins)
slightly more than
the media on
150 residents
issues related
of the Ottawa
to DWDC’s mandate. Susan H. brings
area had accessed assisted dying.
her years of experience as a social
worker to our educational workshops
Building bridges in the
on Advance Care Planning.
community
Another day-to-day focus for the Ottawa
Chapter has been the region’s volunteer
The Ottawa Chapter supports MAID
witness program. Federal law requires the
applicants and their loved ones in
person requesting medical assistance in
other ways, too. For one, the chapter
dying (MAID) to have their formal request
is collaborating with the organization
signed by two independent witnesses.
Bereaved Families of Ontario to provide
In order to qualify as independent, a
invaluable peer support for individuals
witness must not be directly involved
and families who are going through the
in the MAID applicant’s care and they
MAID process or who have supported a
must not stand to benefit — financially,
loved one on a journey with MAID. The
for example — from the applicant’s
experiences of these groups can differ
www.dyingwithdignity.ca
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Susan Desjardins speaking with then
MP Steven Fletcher at a DWDC rally in
2015. (Warren McBride)
from other experiences with grief. Some
people feel that there is no one to really
share their particular story with — no one
who has endured a loss in the same way.
Another unique initiative of the Ottawa
team is its outreach to the region’s
sizeable Francophone community.
Recently, two bilingual volunteers,
Diane Parent and Marie Hélène Zahles,
spent more than 70 hours translating
— from English into French — DWDC’s
Advance Care Planning workshop
materials and a presentation about
MAID. Ottawa is hungry for bilingual
outreach. Almost 60 people signed
up for a French-language workshop
on MAID in November, requiring that
a second session be scheduled.
For Susan H., volunteering with DWDC
is an extension of a personal journey that
began back in the 1970s. Early in her
career, she realized that conversations
about dying were often avoided in
hospitals, as many physicians saw death
(often unconsciously) as their own
personal failure. After all, “curing” and
“saving life” was what they’d been trained
for. Susan came to feel that neglecting
the needs of dying people was the most
abject failure of all — a failure of medicine
and a much larger failure of society.
The growth of DWDC’s Ottawa
Chapter suggests that many more
Canadians are coming to that same
realization. Every day, more people all
over the country are arriving at the
understanding that each one of us has
a right to exit life without unbearable
suffering — and perhaps even a duty to
ease unnecessary suffering in others.
—Laura Common
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Don’s gift to
Canadians
DWDC’s Rachel Phan reflects
on what it was like to help
the late Don Kent blog about
his journey with assisted
dying.
“I have just been diagnosed with terminal
cancer.”
These were the opening words of the
email Don Kent sent to DWDC just hours
after he received the devastating news:
he had cancer, again. The Kemptville, Ont.
man was not shocked by the diagnosis
and knew immediately that he wanted to
explore the option of receiving medical
assistance in dying (MAID).
“Is there anything that DWDC would
want me to do to document my journey
[…] to help promote the cause?” he
asked in his email. “I would be happy to
contribute in any way that I can.”
I was speechless. Here was a man who
had just received a catastrophic diagnosis,
and of all the things he could have chosen
to do that night, he decided to reach out to
virtual strangers to see if he could turn his
misfortune into a gift for others. I knew
from that moment that Don Kent was
someone special.
I wrote back quickly to ask Don if
he’d be comfortable with being the first
person to document his journey towards
an assisted death in a diarized series on
our blog. (Later, we would realize that
his series was the first of its kind in all of
Canada.) He wrote back a few hours later
to say yes.
The next day, his first entry arrived in
my inbox, marking the beginning of Don’s
Journey.
From his first sentence, Don never
minced words about his condition and
prognosis. He wrote candidly about
his history with cancer, from his first
diagnosis in 2007 and the too-brief period
of remission that followed. He also wrote
about how he had considered ways to take
his own life if his cancer ever returned —
“most were violent by necessity to ensure
the desired outcome” — and his relief
when Canada legalized assisted dying in
2016.
www.dyingwithdignity.ca

Don Kent posing for the camera while on vacation in Florida with his wife, Barb.
(Courtesy of Barb Calder-Kent)
“Salvation!” he wrote in his second
entry. “Thanks to the [government] and
many decades of advocating by groups
such as DWDC, some of us are finally able
to make that choice and end our lives
humanely on our own terms.”

‘This gave Don a new goal’

As a result of the cancer in his throat,
Don — who described himself as a social
animal — lost the use of his voice and
slowly became more socially isolated.
“Online communication became a way for
him to remain connected to the outside
world,” his mother, Sandra, wrote in her
own DWDC blog post.
That’s one reason why Don took his
role as regular blog contributor “most
seriously,” Sandra said. Another was his
unwavering commitment to ensuring that
Canadians became more aware of MAID
as an end-of-life option.
“During his final months of life,
this gave Don a new goal,” Sandra
wrote. “[And] as Don’s health rapidly
deteriorated and death approached,
chronicling his experiences seemed to
calm him.”
In the span of just under three months
and seven eye-opening blog posts, Don
touched countless Canadians from coast
to coast. Whether he wrote about his
sudden, frequent trips to the hospital,
his rapidly deteriorating health, or his
discussions with his health care team
about his wishes for MAID, Don gave us
all a no-holds-barred look at his dying
7

process. His courage and willingness to
expose his own vulnerabilities to others
was done with the hope that others could
learn from his experiences.
“He was comforted in thinking there
was a purpose to the end of his life, and
he hoped that by sharing his story that
others facing similar realities might
benefit,” Sandra said.
Don's writing clearly resonated with
readers. His entries quickly became
among the most popular postings on
the DWDC blog. And by early November,
his articles had been viewed more than
17,000 times.
As DWDC's digital communications
coordinator and Don’s editor, I will
forever treasure the months I spent
getting to know him. It didn’t take me long
to grow incredibly fond of Don. I learned
about his likes — beach days in Florida,
fast cars, and thick-cut steaks — and how
deeply he cherished the great loves of
his life — his wife, Barb, his mother, his
sisters. I learned that he was a natural
writer and entertainer, with a larger-thanlife personality and the cheekiest sense
of humour. I believe all of this shines
through in the words he gifted to us.
My friend Don Kent died peacefully
with medical assistance on April 20,
surrounded by his mom and sisters,
and held tightly in Barb’s arms. As he
requested, Deep Purple’s “Child in Time”
was cranked up in the background. His
death was completely on his own terms,
just as he wished.
—Rachel Phan
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MAKING THE COMMITMENT

Back to our roots

outside [Toronto], so that they could get
the support they needed.”
In a conversation over tea, long-time donor Sheilagh Hickie
Providing accurate, practical
reflects on the legacy of her dear friend, DWDC co-founder
information about hastening one’s death
was perceived as risky business at the
Marilynne Seguin.
time, even by DWDC insiders. “Marilynne
was operating very much on her own at
At a recent Dying With Dignity Canada
middle, directing the show. “Marilynne
that time and didn’t have a great deal of
event in Toronto, long-time donor
was the kind of person where, if you
support from the board or anyone else.
Sheilagh Hickie pulled a staff member
opened your mouth to give your opinion,
Most were frightened about what she
aside to make a quiet observation. Though
she would say ‘Oh, will you help me with
might be doing,” Sheilagh says.
she was delighted with the organization’s
that?’” Sheilagh laughs. “Once I said to her,
“She never actually helped anyone
work, she “found it strange and a little
‘Marilynne, you know your newsletter is
die but gave them the information and
bit off-putting” that there was very little
not very good,’ and suddenly I was the
support they needed. She had amazing
mention of DWDC co-founder Marilynne
one doing it!”
connections with the medical community
Seguin. Never one to mince words,
For much of her career, Sheilagh
throughout the city, like the coroner’s
Sheilagh told us that without Marilynne,
worked in the advertising department
office. They trusted her and were very
the organization might not exist at all.
at the Financial Post, so editing the
much on her side.”
Sheilagh is right. And, as any student
newsletter was a natural fit.
Marilynne’s firsthand experiences with
of history knows, in
dying led her to refuse
order to understand and
medical treatment after
appreciate the present, we
she was diagnosed with
must revisit our past. So,
leukemia in 1996. “One
in September, we invited
thing I’ve told many people
Sheilagh over for tea to
is that I have no fear of
chat about Marilynne and
death,” she told CNN in a
the enduring legacy she
1998 interview. “But what
left for Canadians.
I do fear is not living my
With a handful of fellow
life.”
pioneers, Marilynne
Marilynne ended her
Seguin co-founded Dying
own life on Sept. 9, 1999.
With Dignity in 1980
She was 61 years old.
(“Canada” was added to
Sheilagh regrets that she
the name years later). A
couldn’t be by her friend’s
registered nurse, she felt
bedside when she died, but
compelled to get involved
Marilynne told her that it
after hearing the pleas
would have been too risky.
of many desperately
Instead, Sheilagh had to
suffering patients over
make sure she had lunch
the course of her career.
out in public with a friend,
Left: Marilynne Seguin was DWDC’s first executive director.
Her landmark 1994 book,
so the authorities wouldn’t
Right: Sheilagh Hickie speaking at DWDC's 2009 Annual General
A Gentle Death, shared
suspect
her of aiding in
Meeting. (Courtesy of Sheilagh Hickie)
heartbreaking stories and
Marilynne’s death.
made a forceful case for
What inspires Sheilagh to
the right to assisted dying.
continue to support DWDC
The book was published six months after
Later, she expanded her skill set by
as a loyal donor? “My age!” Sheilagh says
the Supreme Court of Canada voted 5 to
serving as DWDC’s board treasurer, a role
with a laugh, remarking that she sees
4 to deny B.C.’s Sue Rodriguez’s bid for an
she took on despite her admitted lack of
this as an investment in protecting her
assisted death.
an accounting background.
end-of life rights. And when asked what
Sheilagh met Marilynne in 1987. As
Sheilagh says her most interesting
Marilynne would think if she could see
Sheilagh learned more about DWDC’s
task as a DWDC volunteer was driving
DWDC now, Sheilagh offers: “She’d be
work, she “100 per cent bought in,”
Marilynne to the personal support calls
delighted that the issue of assisted dying
joining as a member almost immediately.
she made to suffering people who had
has finally come out of the shadows.”
At the time, DWDC was the epitome of an
decided to end their own lives. “Marilynne
Thank you, Sheilagh, for reconnecting
upstart grassroots organization. What it
didn’t have a car. And if somebody wanted
us with our past and for your continued
lacked in financial resources, it made up
to consult with her and couldn’t meet
commitment to Canadians’ end-of-life
for with the passion and pluck of its core
at the office because they were too ill, I
rights.
members. Marilynne was always in the
would drive her all over the city and even
—Laura Satin Levin
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